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KETTLE MORAINE MIDDLE SCHOOL
BELIEFS AND COMMITMENTS
2020-2021
We believe that learning is a collaborative effort by students, parents, staff, and the community.
We believe adolescent students:
∙ Will meet their fullest academic and human potential through successful experiences that develop
creativity and self-confidence.
∙ Need positive reinforcement and recognition.
∙ Require varied teaching styles and differentiated instruction.
∙ Have unique intellectual, physical, emotional, and social needs.
We believe the KMMS learning environment:
∙ Is safe and nurturing.
∙ Provides students with a wide variety of authentic experiences.
∙ Supports and promotes positive attitudes towards self, others, and learning.
∙ Is designed to meet the unique intellectual, physical, emotional, and social development/growth of
middle school students.
∙ Engages and challenges students.
∙ Fosters personal responsibility.
NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
The School District of Kettle Moraine does not discriminate against pupils on the basis of sex, race,
national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation, or physical,
mental, emotional, learning disability, or any other handicap in its education programs and activities.
Please talk to a teacher or principal for initial concerns. The district encourages informal resolution of
complaints under this policy (see KMORR’s 2303, 2305 www.kmsd.edu). If any person feels that informal
resolution has not occurred, protests can be made to the Kettle Moraine Superintendent of Schools, then
to the School Board, and then to the State Superintendent of Schools, if deemed necessary by any
individual.
Discrimination complaint forms are available at all school offices.
A complete copy of the Kettle Moraine Rules and Regulations (KMORR) is available.
updated version of all KMORRs, visit our website at:

For the most

www.boarddocs.com/wi/kmsd/Board.nsf/Public#

IMPORTANT: We have made a number of updates to this handbook to prepare for mitigating the
spread of the Covid-19 virus. We have highlighted certain updates in yellow and ask you to take special
note of these sections.
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WELCOME!
The administration and staff of Kettle Moraine Middle School welcome you to the 2019-2020 school year. We hope
this is the beginning of a year that will be filled with many wonderful learning opportunities. Take advantage of
them, and have a great year!
The Laser Way – Responsible, Safe and Respectful
Kettle Moraine Middle School enjoys a long tradition of well behaved students, support by involved parents and a
nurturing school environment. KMMS incorporates a school-wide learning system that teaches expectations
for positive behaviors and acknowledges positive action. Through a system of education and recognition, called
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS), students and staff work closely to identify, teach, and
recognize behaviors and actions that build Responsible, Safe and Respectful environments. This approach helps to
support healthy social development during the middle school years and has allowed us to create an environment that
fosters and encourages academic excellence.
The PBIS approach focuses student understanding and actions on simple and clear expectations. That is, students
at Kettle Moraine Middle School are responsible safe and respectful. They then have the opportunity to actively
engage in learning specific behavioral expectations (see the PBIS behavior matrix) for every area of the building. Our
system for recognizing students who display these positive behaviors not only helps to encourage more of
these behaviors, but it also helps to create a positive school culture that focuses on everything our students do well,
making all areas of our Middle School more responsible, safe and respectful. It’s the Laser Way!
We also have a strong commitment to the health of both our students and staff in our schools. As you likely are
aware the Coronavirus, COVID-19, has caused a worldwide pandemic starting in early 2020. Due to its rapid spread
throughout the world, and in an effort to help mitigate the spread, Wisconsin schools were ordered closed in
mid-March 2020 through the end of the last school year. KMSD will continue to be working under the direction of the
CDC, DHS, and Waukesha County Health Department in reopening schools and in educational planning for the
2020-21 school year. We are committed to continuing to provide top-quality teaching in a manner that prioritizes the
health and well-being of our school community in the best ways possible.

This handbook contains guidelines but is not intended to be all-inclusive.
Additional rules and procedures or revisions of existing school rules will be announced to
students as they become effective throughout the school year. These additions or revisions
are considered part of this handbook and the expectations for students.
This handbook is a synopsis of our district KMORRs. A complete copy of the Kettle Moraine Rules and
Regulations (KMORR) referenced in this handbook is available. For the most updated version of all
KMORRs, visit our website at:
www.boarddocs.com/wi/kmsd/Board.nsf/Public#
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SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 2020-2021

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT (KMORR 3401)
The Kettle Moraine School District (District) provides learners and guardians regular feedback regarding progress and achievement.
Learners will be provided information regarding the standards/targets/competencies associated with the course and the subsequent
grading scheme.
Grading and reporting procedures shall be free of any discriminatory practices and/or language and shall be in accordance with
state and federal guidelines for special education students and English language learners.
The district shall not discriminate in the methods, practices, and materials used for grading and reporting students on the basis of
sex, race, religion, national origin, ancestry, creed, color, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation, physical, mental,
emotional or learning disability or handicap. Discrimination complaints shall be processed in accordance with established procedures
in the Kettle Moraine Operating Rules and Regulations.
Philosophy:
Grading:
In the Kettle Moraine School District, the intent of a grade is to accurately reflect a student’s academic performance as aligned to a
set of standards. A final grade will align with the level of knowledge and skills demonstrated by the student in comparison to the
expected learning of the course at the completion. Grades may be used before the end of the course as an indicator of a learner’s
progress toward end-of-course goals.
Reporting:
In the Kettle Moraine School District, the intent of reporting is to provide a continuous transparent communication system for
learner, parents and teacher to track the growth through the learning process. Reporting could include a combination of rubric
scores, narrative feedback, assessment scores and work examples. Reporting will be inclusive of academic achievement, habits,
dispositions and behaviors.
Crediting:
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In the Kettle Moraine School District, credits are awarded in grades 9-12 when the learning targets are completed and proficiency is
demonstrated on the competencies. The accumulation of the credits will align with graduation requirements of the school. The
credit will be awarded on the transcript in the term in which the learning is completed.
Practices:
Grading:
o
Learners will have a clear understanding of the criteria for demonstrating proficiency toward
standards/targets/competencies. The guiding document will be the cover sheet that outlines the intended learning,
through rubrics of performance descriptions that explain proficiency or through exemplars that illustrate competency.
o
Grades will be based solely on individual academic performance. While behavior, habits and dispositions impact a learner’s
ability to be successful, they will not be reflected in an achievement grade but feedback will be provided. Collaboration is
an expectation across all areas of study. However, academic grades will only include an individual’s performance.
6-8
Learners will be assigned a letter grade of A, B, C, D, F. This grade will be calculated using weights on groups of targets based on
the different levels of importance of those targets within each course. The final grade will consider all the learning during the
course. Each learner will receive a cover sheet at the beginning of the course that describes the weights and the targets.
Learners in competency-based instructional experiences will earn A, B or In Progress (IP). IP suggests that not enough evidence
has been collected to determine proficiency in the competency and therefore the course. More time will be provided for the learner
to demonstrate proficiency. The time will be defined in collaboration with the learner and teacher.
Reporting:
6-8
Learners and teachers will use a digital tool that provides transparent and “on-demand” information for all stakeholders. This tool
will allow evidence to be viewed that demonstrates a learner’s progress throughout the school year.
Schools will host opportunities throughout the school year for conferences. These conferences will allow the learner, teacher and
parent to discuss progress, achievement, behaviors, habits and dispositions that impact the learning. Parents and teachers may
schedule additional conferences at the request of either party.
A progress report will be available at the end of the first semester and provided to learners and parents as an indicator of academic
work completed and assessed to that point. A final grade will be calculated and transcripted upon completion of the course and will
consider the learning of the full course.
Deadlines / Late Work (6-12 grades only)
●
Deadlines are important, and teachers will define deadlines for formative, benchmark and summative assessments.
●
A student who misses the deadline on a benchmark assessment, other than an excused absence, may forfeit the right to
a reassessment on the missed benchmark assessment. Students are expected to complete all benchmarks to pass a
course or have evidence that demonstrates mastery of learning of benchmark’s targets/competencies.

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY (KMORR 3401)

Academic dishonesty is defined as any form of cheating or misrepresentation of one’s original work. The intentional use of a
source specifically not allowed for a school assignment, quiz, test or other performance assessment is considered academic
dishonesty. Plagiarism, a form of academic dishonesty, is the copying of information, works of art or music without giving credit
to the source.
It is expected that all students will be academically honest. The use of kits or commercially produced projects, except when
specifically approved by the teacher, is forbidden. Credit for group projects will be granted only when sanctioned by the
classroom teacher. Not included in academic dishonesty are cooperative learning activities and group projects. Teachers will
specify which activities involve cooperative learning and which are to be completed individually.
Students and parents are to be notified of these rules. Parents will be notified of any violation. Consequences for students who
violate these rules shall be developmentally appropriate. When violations occur, teachers shall consult with the building
administrator to make sure pending consequences do not violate state statutes, federal statutes, and/or case law.

ACCIDENT REPORTING

Any injuries must be reported to your teacher right away. You will be sent to the health room for immediate first aid attention.
Parents and/or medical services will be contacted, if necessary.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Announcements are read each morning, and periodically video broadcasted to students throughout the school year.
Announcements must be submitted 24 hours in advance to msannouncements@kmsd.edu, are subject to administrative approval
and must be based on District sponsored events.

ATHLETIC PARTICIPATION FEE
Interscholastic Athletics (Basketball, Volleyball, Wrestling, and Track) are run through Kettle Moraine Community Education.
Information regarding these sports can be found under the Community Tab off of the District homepage.
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ATTENDANCE
The School District of Kettle Moraine encourages a strong partnership between the home, school, and community. It recognizes that
there is a positive relationship between good school attendance and success in school. Parents, students, and school personnel
must be responsible in assisting regular attendance. Any absence, including family vacations, may have a detrimental effect on the
child's education.
Wisconsin Statutes require school attendance of a child ages six to 18 unless he/she: (1) is excused, (2) has graduated, or (3) is
enrolled in an alternative education program. The law further requires that any person having under his/her control a child between
the ages of six and 18 shall require the child to attend school regularly during the full period and hours that school is in session until
the end of the school term, quarter, or semester of the school year in which the child becomes 18 years of age.
Wisconsin statutes define “truancy” as “any absence of part or all of one or more days from school during which the school
attendance officer, principal or teacher has not been notified of the legal cause of such absence by the parent or guardian of the
absent pupil, and also means intermittent attendance carried on for the purpose of defeating the intent of s. 118.15.” Wis. Stat.
§118.16(1)(c). For attendance purposes, the District considers “part of a school day” to mean any time during the school day that
the student is absent from his/her assigned location.
A “habitual truant” is “a pupil who is absent from school without an acceptable excuse for part or all of 5 or more days on which
school is held during a school semester.” Wis. Stat. §118.16(1)(a).
It is the responsibility of the parent to provide reasons for their child's absence. It is the responsibility of the school attendance
officer to determine whether the absence is acceptable (excused) or not acceptable (truant).
Students and/or parents who violate Wisconsin Statutes may be referred to the Waukesha County Social Services and to the court
system of Waukesha County.
In the event of medical absences, the school attendance officer may require that a written statement from a licensed physician,
chiropractor, psychologist, or Christian Science practitioner verifying the condition of the student and indicating how long the excuse
shall be valid.
A student may also be exempted from school attendance by the school board with the written confirmed acceptance of the
parent/guardian due to an attested diagnosis of a temporary social, mental, physical, or behavioral problem, for a period of time not
to exceed 30 days. The student may be required to fulfill class obligations and the student or parent/guardian would be responsible
for acquiring and bringing in to the school all class assignments as required by the student’s instructors. In the event that a
licensed physician, psychologist, chiropractor, or Christian Science practitioner presents written verification that the condition may
exceed a 30-day period, the student may utilize homebound teaching.
The attendance officer will only excuse students from attendance in school for the following reasons:
1. Personal illness of the student.
2. Medical appointment (such appointments are to be made, whenever possible, when school is not in session and
verification of such appointments may be required).
3. Attendance at special events of significant and important educational value as approved by the principal.
4. Exceptional circumstances approved by the principal based upon the best educational interests of the student.
5. Any other absence, up to 10 days in a school year, excused by the parent/guardian before the absence. Students are
required to make up any work missed as a result of this provision.
Absences from School
1. A parent/guardian must telephone the middle school attendance office (965-6500, ext 1) to report the student absence,
and the reason for it.
2. New for the 2020-2021 school year, parents may also enter absences directly through the parent portal in the Infinite
Campus system. You will need to include the reason for the absence and any symptoms your child is experiencing.
3. If a student becomes ill during the day, s/he should report to the health room. Students should not contact parents
directly.
4. If a student must leave during the day for a reason other than illness, please call the office so that your student may
obtain a pass for release. Notes are not accepted. If an unexpected appointment arises, please notify the office as far
in advance as possible prior to your arrival so we have time to send for your child. Please do not leave a message on the
attendance line for anything other than a student’s daily absence.
5. Not calling at all or calling more than a week later will result in the absence being considered unexcused.
For excused absences, assignments and tests are to be made up or completed within a reasonable time span of the
student’s return to school. Such time span will be at the teacher’s discretion.
6. Students with unexcused absences shall have two (2) days from the date they return to school to make up examinations
or assignments.
7. If a student leaves campus without a pre-excused absence and/or without signing out, s/he will be considered truant.
The determination as to whether an absence is acceptable (excused) or not acceptable (truant) will be made by the
principal or his/her designee.
Habitual truants and their parents will be referred to the Waukesha County Juvenile Court. Parents of children who have been
found habitually truant will be formally notified of the school’s intent to file a truancy petition.
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Tardy - Students are expected to be in class on time every hour of the school day. KMMS understands that occasionally students
may have a legitimate need to arrive late to class. Students arriving after the start of the school day must enter through the
school’s front entrance and sign in. For safety reasons, all doors will be locked. Students may not open locked doors to let other
students in. Students found to do so may be suspended. Repeated tardiness will be referred to administration.

BACKPACKS

Your backpack may be carried to and from school but must remain in your locker during the day. You may not take it to your
classes. Backpacks with wheels do not fit in the lockers. Do not bring this type to school. For the 2020-2021 school year, each
student will be required to carry all of their own materials to all classes in a backpack. We will not be issuing lockers.

BUILDING ACCESS BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL

The middle school building will be open for student entry at 7:00 each morning. Students may not enter until that time, and must
proceed directly to their first class or Launch period. Students may not remain in school buildings after school unless they are
supervised by a staff member or other adult attending an organized activity arranged with the Community Education department.

BULLYING PROHIBITED (KMORR 2301)

The district prohibits bullying and/or hazing. Bullying/hazing have a harmful social, physical, psychological and academic impact on
bullies, victims and bystanders. The school district consistently and vigorously addresses bullying so that there is no disruption to
the learning environment and learning process.
Bullying is defined as the repeated intimidation of others by the real or threatened infliction of physical, verbal, written,
electronically transmitted, or emotional abuse, or through attacks on the property of another. It may include, but is not limited to,
action such as verbal taunts, spreading rumors, name-calling and put downs, extortion of money or possessions, and exclusion from
peer groups within the school. The behavior may be motivated by an actual or perceived distinguishing characteristic, such as, but
not limited to: age; national origin; race; ethnicity; religion; gender; gender identity; sexual orientation; physical attributes; physical
or mental ability or disability; and social, economic or family status.
Students who engage in any act of bullying at school, at a school function, or in connection to any activity sponsored by the district,
or while going to or from school are subject to disciplinary action in accordance with district rules and regulations, up to and
including suspension or expulsion.
Students and employees shall be informed annually of this prohibition. This rule shall not be interpreted to prohibit a reasonable
and civil exchange of opinions or debate, which is protected by state or federal law.
Hazing is defined as any intentional, knowing or reckless act meant to induce physical pain, embarrassment, humiliation, deprivation
of rights, or that creates physical or mental discomfort, or that results in property damage or theft, and is directed against a student
for the purpose of being initiated into, affiliating with, holding office in (collectively called “initiation activities”), or maintaining
membership in any organization, club or athletic team sponsored or supported by the district and whose membership is totally or
predominately other students from the district. Hazing is prohibited and applies to any and all student-sponsored and
adult-sponsored activities that have not been approved by the district. An example of an approved school-sponsored initiation
activity is the ceremony for the induction of students into the National Honor Society.
Students engaging in any hazing or hazing-type behavior that is in any way connected to any activity sponsored or supported by
the district will be subject to disciplinary actions in accordance with district rule, up to and including suspension or expulsion.
Students and employees shall be informed annually of this prohibition.
The district will provide instruction intended to give students knowledge of effective means by which they may recognize, avoid,
prevent and halt physically or psychologically intrusive or abusive situations that may be harmful to them. Any student who feels
that he or she is the victim of bullying or hazing, should contact the building principal or follow the complaint procedure provided in
the Kettle Moraine operating rules and regulations (see non-discrimination KMORR). The district shall maintain the confidentiality of
the report and any related pupil records to the extent required by law.
All school staff members and school officials who observe or become aware of acts of bullying are required to report these acts to
the building principal or the Director of Student Services.
Any other person, including a student who is either a victim of the bullying or is aware of the bullying or any other concerned
individual is encouraged to report the conduct to the building principal or the Director of Student Services.
Reports of bullying may be made verbally or in writing and may be made confidentially. All such reports, whether verbal or in
writing, will be taken seriously and a clear account of the incident is to be documented. A written record of the report, including all
pertinent details, will be made by the recipient of the report.
Students and others are prohibited from retaliating against those who report incidents of bullying or hazing or who assist in an
investigation. Students and others who retaliate shall be subject to discipline.
Employees who participate in, allow, or knowingly fail to enforce this rule will be subject to disciplinary action. Furthermore, as may
be required by law, law enforcement officials shall be notified of bullying or hazing incidents.

BUS RULES & CONDUCT REPORTS

All students are expected to follow these rules:
1. Students are required to wear a face mask or face shield.
2. Students are not allowed to ride any bus(es) other than the one(s) they are assigned. NO Exceptions.
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3.

Remain seated in assigned seat unless driver grants permission to move.
●
When the bus is stopped, raise your hand to ask the driver if you may move.
●
No kneeling or turning your body completely around. You may speak to others in your seat or across the aisle.
4. Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself and inside the bus.
●
Backpacks should be placed on the floor under your legs, or held on your lap.
●
Musical instruments brought on the bus must be held in your lap.
5. Keep the bus neat and orderly.
●
Please dispose of waste materials in the basket provided. Your help is appreciated keeping the bus litter free.
●
Cutting, poking holes, or drawing on bus seats is vandalism. You will be responsible for paying for the repair or
replacement.
6. Talk in a normal voice.
●
Please use an “indoor” voice for conversation.
7. The window may be lowered halfway with driver’s permission.
●
Yelling or shouting out the bus window is not acceptable.
8. Be polite and respectful of the driver and other riders.
●
Swearing, cursing, and use of bad language is inappropriate and totally unacceptable.
9. Wait for the hand signal from your driver before crossing any street or road.
●
Please be a “defensive rider” – put safety first at all times.
10. There is no eating or drinking on the bus.
●
This is to provide for the safety of all students, especially those with food and drink allergies.
11. The district has equipped all of the buses to run video cameras with audio.
Bikes – Bikes must be parked in the bike rack and locked up. Walk your bike to Ottawa Avenue and across. No bike riding on the
sidewalk in front of school. Bike riding is not recommended in rainy or snowy weather. It is strongly recommended that bike riders
wear a helmet.
Skateboards – Skateboards are allowed at school, but need to be checked in to the main office prior to going to class or lockers.

CAFETERIA INFORMATION

Kettle Moraine has a lunch program available for students. All lunches are paid upon purchase to a cashier in each food court
station by debit to a family account using a student ID card. Money must be put into the student's lunch account in order for the
student to use his/her student ID card for payment. Deposits to the lunch accounts may be made online using a credit card or in
person at the food service office in the district office building. Cash and Personal checks for deposits are also accepted by the
middle school food court cashiers. Cash may also be used for daily lunch purchases. All items are available for purchase as a la
carte items if a meal is not desired. A meal includes choice of entree or sandwich, vegetable, fruit, bread or equivalent, milk, and
dessert when offered. The menus offered at Kettle Moraine provide the nutritional requirements set by the Federal Meals Program.
Students may bring their own bag lunches and purchase milk and other beverages from any of the lines.

CAFETERIA PROCEDURES

Middle School students are expected to act responsibly in the cafeteria. The following rules are listed as a reminder of proper
etiquette. CLASSES ARE IN SESSION FOR TWO-THIRDS OF THE SCHOOL DURING EACH LUNCH PERIOD. STUDENTS
GOING TO LUNCHROOM ARE ASKED TO GO TO THEIR LOCKERS QUIETLY AND QUICKLY GET THEIR FOOD FROM THE
CAFETERIA AND REPORT BACK TO THEIR CLASSROOM WITHOUT DISTRACTING THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS AROUND THEM.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Students should not attempt to skip ahead of fellow students in the lunch line.
Students must wash their hands before and after lunch.
Students may not share their food or beverage with anyone.
Students must handle their food and tray appropriately.
Students will be eating their lunches in their house classrooms in an assigned seat.
Students will be expected to maintain a clean classroom while eating, and will be responsible for cleaning and disinfecting
tables after lunch is completed. .
7. Disturbances of any kind in the cafeteria during lunch period, including refusal to pick up trash, refusal to empty trays, or
the throwing of food or food containers, are grounds for suspension from school and/or referral to the Village of Summit
Police for disorderly conduct citations.
Thefts from the cafeteria may be referred to the Village of Summit Police and are punishable by suspension and/or a citation for
theft.
A student may be eligible to receive free or reduced priced lunch if his/her family's income meets the federal guidelines established
by the National School Lunch program. Applications for free or reduced priced lunches are available in the front office or at this link
on the District website.

CAFETERIA RECREATION / RECESS
Outside rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maintain 6 feet distance while at recess.
Stay in the designated blacktop area.
Stay clear of the service drive, classroom windows, and disposal containers.
No food or drink is to be taken outside.
Follow lunchroom outdoor supervisors’ directions.
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CASES NOT COVERED BY SPECIFIC RULES

It is understood that the rules contained in this handbook are not all inclusive. The administration and teachers may take such
action as is necessary, and not forbidden by law, to ensure the discipline and orderly conduct of the school. Action may be taken
with respect to any offense which interferes with the orderly conduct of the school, or which affects the health and welfare of
students, individually or collectively, regardless of the existence or non-existence of a rule covering the action. School rules apply to
all students regardless of age, and to all school activities on campus or at other locations including the school bus.

CELL PHONES
The use of personal electronic devices is not allowed from 7:20 a.m. through 2:35 p.m. The expectations of electronic devices
and/or cell phones (for voice, video, or text), during class time, are that they are to be off and kept in the backpack in the student’s
locker. Cell phones or other picture taking devices are not allowed at any time in the locker rooms and restrooms.
For the 2020-2021 school year, students will not be issued a hallway locker or be using the locker rooms to align with Covid19
protocol.
There may be times when a teacher will allow cell phone/electronic device use during class for a specific activity. A student who
does not abide by a school’s expectations may have the phone/device confiscated and returned to a parent/guardian. If these
situations continue during the school year, a principal may increase disciplinary repercussions, including suspension for
insubordination. In the case of an emergency, parents should phone the Middle School main office (965-6515). Kettle Moraine
Middle School is not responsible for lost or stolen items. Students are encouraged to keep them locked in their locker or at home.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
For the 2020-2021 school year, co-curricular activities will be limited in the first semester and re-evaluated in the second semester
depending on the need for continued physical distancing and mitigation measures.
KMMS offers a variety of exciting and enriching team and club activities for all students. Parents should encourage participation in
these activities. A co-curricular directory is published each school year, and is included in the folder you receive at registration.
*Athletic or activity fees will be charged according to KMORR 470. A green WIAA physical examination card is required for all
students who wish to participate (including tryouts) in Interscholastic Sports. It must be signed by the physician and the parent.
This card is valid for two years. On the alternate year of the physical exam, an ivory alternate year card must be signed by the
parent. These cards are available in the Middle School Guidance Office.
Most clubs and activities will meet after school. Students may not go home and then return for clubs and/or intramurals. Students
involved in co-curricular activities WILL NOT be covered by an insurance policy provided by the School District. Students must
leave the building at dismissal.
For the 2020-2021 school year, we are only able to allow limited numbers of spectators to attend athletic or other after school
events. Supervisors at athletic events may remove any spectators who are behaving in an unsafe or unruly manner.
If you miss an hour or more of school on an after-school activity day, you may lose the opportunity to participate in the game or
activity.

DANCES
Dances are held periodically at various times during the school year.
1. Students may not come late to dances and may not leave early.
2. Appropriate behavior is expected. All school rules apply – including dress code.
3. Students must remain in the dance area, cafeteria, and gyms during the dance.
4. No soda or candy will be allowed in the gyms.
5. Anyone who needs to leave before the dance is over must have a written parent note. Parents are asked to pick students
up promptly.
6. Cell phone or electronic use during dances is discouraged. Consequences may results for inappropriate use.
7. Dances for the 2020-2021 school year are unlikely to occur due to Covid-19.

DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT PROHIBITED (KMORR 2303)
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SCHOOL DISTRICT

OF

KETTLE MORAINE
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THAT NO PERSON MAY BE DENIED ADMISSION TO ANY PUBLIC SCHOOL IN THIS DISTRICT OR BE

DENIED PARTICIPATION IN, BE DENIED THE BENEFITS OF, OR BE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST IN ANY CURRICULAR, EXTRACURRICULAR, PUPIL SERVICE, RECREATIONAL, OR
OTHER PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY OR EMPLOYMENT BECAUSE OF THE PERSON'S RELIGION, SEX, RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE, ANCESTRY, CREED, COLOR, POLITICAL
AFFILIATION, MEMBERSHIP IN THE

NATIONAL GUARD,

STATE DEFENSE FORCE OR ANY RESERVE COMPONENT OF THE

UNITED STATES

MILITARY OR STATE MILITARY

FORCES, PREGNANCY, MARITAL OR PARENTAL STATUS, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, OR PHYSICAL, MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, OR LEARNING DISABILITY OR HANDICAP OR OTHER
BASES PROHIBITED UNDER STATE OR FEDERAL LAW.

THIS RULE ALSO PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATION AS DEFINED BY TITLE IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972
(SEX), TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 (RACE, COLOR, AND NATIONAL ORIGIN), AND SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973. THIS
RULE DOES NOT, HOWEVER, PROHIBIT THE DISTRICT FROM PLACING A STUDENT IN A SCHOOL, CLASS, PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY BASED ON OBJECTIVE STANDARDS OF
INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE OR NEED.
DEFINITIONS:
A.

“DISCRIMINATION”

MEANS ANY ACTION, POLICY, RULE OR PRACTICE, INCLUDING BIAS, STEREOTYPING AND PUPIL HARASSMENT, THAT IS DETRIMENTAL TO A PERSON

OR GROUP OF PERSONS AND DIFFERENTIATES OR DISTINGUISHES AMONG PERSONS, OR THAT LIMITS OR DENIES A PERSON OR GROUP OF PERSONS OPPORTUNITIES,
PRIVILEGES, ROLES OR REWARDS BASED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, ON RELIGION, SEX, RACE, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE, ANCESTRY, CREED, POLITICAL AFFILIATION,
MEMBERSHIP IN THE

NATIONAL GUARD,

STATE DEFENSE FORCE OR ANY RESERVE COMPONENT OF THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY

OR STATE MILITARY FORCES,

PREGNANCY, MARITAL OR PARENTAL STATUS, SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR PHYSICAL, MENTAL, EMOTIONAL OR LEARNING DISABILITY OR HANDICAP OR OTHER BASIS
PROHIBITED UNDER STATE OR FEDERAL LAW.
B.

“HARASSMENT”

MEANS BEHAVIOR TOWARDS STUDENTS OR STAFF MEMBERS BASED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, ON RELIGION, SEX, RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE,

ANCESTRY, CREED, COLOR, POLITICAL AFFILIATION, MEMBERSHIP IN THE

STATES

NATIONAL GUARD,

STATE DEFENSE FORCE OR ANY RESERVE COMPONENT OF THE

UNITED

MILITARY OR STATE MILITARY FORCES, PREGNANCY, MARITAL OR PARENTAL STATUS, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, OR PHYSICAL, MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, OR LEARNING

DISABILITY OR HANDICAP OR OTHER BASES PROHIBITED UNDER STATE OR FEDERAL LAW, OR ANY OTHER CHARACTERISTIC IDENTIFIED IN PARAGRAPHS

1

AND

1(A),

ABOVE, THAT SUBSTANTIALLY INTERFERES WITH A STUDENT’S SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OR A STAFF MEMBER’S WORK PERFORMANCE OR CREATES AN INTIMIDATING, HOSTILE
OR OFFENSIVE SCHOOL AND/OR WORK ENVIRONMENT.
C.

“SEXUAL

HARASSMENT” MEANS CONDUCT ON THE BASIS OF SEX THAT SATISFIES ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: (I) A SCHOOL EMPLOYEE CONDITIONING

EDUCATION BENEFITS ON PARTICIPATION IN UNWELCOME SEXUAL CONDUCT (I.E., QUID PRO QUO HARASSMENT); OR (II) UNWELCOME CONDUCT THAT A REASONABLE
PERSON WOULD DETERMINE IS SO SEVERE, PERVASIVE, AND OBJECTIVELY OFFENSIVE THAT IT EFFECTIVELY DENIES A PERSON EQUAL ACCESS TO THE SCHOOL’S EDUCATION
PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY (HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT); OR (III) SEXUAL ASSAULT (AS DEFINED BY THE
DEFINED IN THE

CLERY ACT),

DATING VIOLENCE, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, OR STALKING AS

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT (VAWA).

D.

“COMPLAINANT” IS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS ALLEGED TO BE THE VICTIM OF CONDUCT THAT COULD CONSTITUTE DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT, OR SEXUAL
PARENTS AND/OR LEGAL GUARDIANS OF COMPLAINANTS WHO ARE STUDENTS ARE AUTHORIZED TO ACT ON THEIR BEHALF UNDER THIS KMORR,
THE ABILITY TO FILE A COMPLAINT.
HARASSMENT.

E.

“RESPONDENT”

INCLUDING

IS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS BEEN REPORTED TO BE THE PERPETRATOR OF CONDUCT THAT COULD CONSTITUTE DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT, OR

SEXUAL HARASSMENT.
F.

“FORMAL

COMPLAINT” IS A DOCUMENT FILED BY OR ON BEHALF OF A COMPLAINANT OR SIGNED BY THE

DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT, OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT AGAINST A

RESPONDENT

DISTRICT’S TITLE IX COORDINATOR ALLEGING
DISTRICT INVESTIGATE THE ALLEGATION. FURTHER,

AND REQUESTING THAT THE

FORMAL COMPLAINT IS A DOCUMENT OR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION THAT CONTAINS THE

COMPLAINANT’S

A

PHYSICAL OR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE OR OTHERWISE INDICATES

THAT THE COMPLAINANT IS THE PERSON FILING THE FORMAL COMPLAINT.
G.

“SUPPORTIVE

MEASURES” ARE INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICES REASONABLY AVAILABLE THAT ARE NON-PUNITIVE, NON-DISCIPLINARY, AND NOT UNREASONABLY BURDENSOME

TO THE OTHER PARTY WHILE DESIGNED TO ENSURE EQUAL EDUCATIONAL ACCESS, PROTECT SAFETY, OR DETER DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT, OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT.

THESE

SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE WITHOUT FEE OR CHARGE TO BOTH THE

COMPLAINANT

AND

RESPONDENT,

AND CONFIDENTIALITY WILL BE MAINTAINED TO THE EXTENT

PRACTICABLE.
H.

“EDUCATION PROGRAM OR ACTIVITIES” ARE LOCATIONS, EVENTS, OR CIRCUMSTANCES OVER WHICH THE SCHOOL
RESPONDENT AND THE CONTEXT IN WHICH THE DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT OCCURS.
2. DISCRIMINATION
FOLLOWING:

EXERCISES SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL OVER BOTH THE

AND HARASSMENT CAN ARISE FROM A BROAD RANGE OF PHYSICAL OR VERBAL BEHAVIOR WHICH CAN INCLUDE, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, THE

A.

PHYSICAL OR MENTAL ABUSE;
RACIAL, ETHNIC OR RELIGIOUS INSULTS OR SLURS;
C. UNWELCOME SEXUAL ADVANCES OR TOUCHING;
D. SEXUAL COMMENTS, JOKES, STORIES OR INNUENDOS;
E. DISPLAY OF SEXUALLY EXPLICIT OR OTHERWISE OFFENSIVE POSTERS, CALENDARS OR MATERIALS;
F. MAKING SEXUAL GESTURES WITH HANDS OR BODY MOVEMENTS;
G. INTENTIONALLY STANDING CLOSE OR BRUSHING UP AGAINST A STUDENT OR EMPLOYEE;
H. INAPPROPRIATELY STARING AT A STUDENT OR EMPLOYEE OR TOUCHING HIS OR HER CLOTHING, HAIR
I. ASKING PERSONAL QUESTIONS ABOUT A STUDENT OR EMPLOYEE’S SEXUAL LIFE.
B

OR BODY; AND
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ACTIVITIES ARE OFFENSIVE AND INAPPROPRIATE IN THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT.

INDIVIDUAL.

THE DISTRICT

THIS
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IS A SERIOUS ISSUE NOT JUST FOR THE

DISTRICT,

BUT ALSO FOR EACH

SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATORY OR HARASSING CONDUCT, CONDONING SUCH CONDUCT BY ALLOWING IT TO GO ON, AND

PREJUDGING HARASSMENT OR DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS.

THE DISTRICT’S

RULE PROHIBITING HARASSMENT APPLIES TO ALL STUDENTS, STAFF MEMBERS AND

VOLUNTEERS WHETHER AT SCHOOL OR AT SCHOOL SPONSORED COCURRICULAR, EXTRACURRICULAR OR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS. IN PARTICULAR, STAFF MEMBERS SHOULD
UNDERSTAND THAT THEY ARE

4. ANY

“ON

DUTY” WHENEVER THEY ARE WITH STUDENTS, EVEN IF THEY ARE NOT AT SCHOOL OR NOT AT A SCHOOL SPONSORED EVENT.

STUDENT WHO ENGAGES IN HARASSMENT OR DISCRIMINATION, OR RETALIATES AGAINST ANOTHER PERSON BECAUSE OF A HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION REPORT

OR PARTICIPATION IN AN INVESTIGATION, IS SUBJECT TO IMMEDIATE DISCIPLINE, UP TO AND INCLUDING SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION FROM THE DISTRICT.

5. IF

ANY STUDENT IS AWARE OF A POSSIBLE VIOLATION OF THIS RULE, HE OR SHE SHOULD PROMPTLY REPORT THE MATTER.

6. THIS RULE PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT APPLIES TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND ADMINISTRATION OF GIFTS, BEQUESTS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND OTHER
AIDS, BENEFITS, OR SERVICES TO STUDENTS FROM PRIVATE AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS OR PERSONS. IT ALSO APPLIES TO SCHOOL SPONSORED FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMS,
THE SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND LIBRARY MEDIA MATERIALS, AND THE METHODS, PRACTICES AND MATERIALS USED FOR TESTING, EVALUATING AND COUNSELING
STUDENTS.
7. THIS RULE DOES NOT, HOWEVER, PROHIBIT THE USE OF SPECIAL TESTING OR COUNSELING MATERIALS OR TECHNIQUES TO MEET THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF STUDENTS.
FURTHERMORE, THIS RULE DOES NOT PROHIBIT SEPARATE LOCKER ROOMS, SHOWERS AND TOILETS FOR MALES AND FEMALES, ALTHOUGH THE DISTRICT WILL MAINTAIN
COMPARABLE SEPARATE FACILITIES. FINALLY, THIS RULE DOES NOT PROHIBIT SEPARATE PROGRAMS IN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS FOR MALES AND FEMALES, ALTHOUGH
THE DISTRICT WILL PROVIDE PROGRAMS THAT ARE COMPARABLE IN TYPE, SCOPE AND DISTRICT SUPPORT.
8. ANYONE

WHO WITNESSES OR BELIEVES THAT HE/SHE HAS BEEN DISCRIMINATED AGAINST, HARASSED, OR SEXUALLY HARASSED, AS DEFINED BY THIS POLICY, SHOULD

FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES:

STEP 1: FILE A COMPLAINT WITH THE DISTRICT’S DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SERVICES/TITLE IX COORDINATOR (“DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR”). AT THE TIME OF FILING,
A COMPLAINANT MUST BE PARTICIPATING IN OR ATTEMPTING TO PARTICIPATE IN AN EDUCATION PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY IN THE DISTRICT. ANYONE MAY FILE A
COMPLAINT WITH THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR IN PERSON, BY MAIL, ELECTRONICALLY, OR BY ANY OTHER MEANS THAT RESULTS IN THE DIRECTOR’S/COORDINATOR’S
RECEIPT OF A VERBAL OR WRITTEN REPORT, BY USING THE DIRECTOR’S/COORDINATOR’S CONTACT INFORMATION.
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SERVICES/TITLE IX COORDINATOR
DR. CHARLES WIZA
KETTLE MORAINE SCHOOL DISTRICT – DISTRICT OFFICE
563 AJ ALLEN CIRCLE
WALES, WI 53183
(262) 968-6300
WIZACHARLES@KMSD.EDU
THE DIRECTOR’S/COORDINATOR’S CONTACT INFORMATION IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON THE DISTRICT’S WEBSITE. APPLICANTS FOR EMPLOYMENT, STUDENTS, PARENTS OR
LEGAL GUARDIANS OF STUDENTS, EMPLOYEES, AND ALL UNIONS WILL BE NOTIFIED OF THE NAME AND TITLE, ADDRESS, EMAIL ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE
DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR VIA THE DISTRICT’S WEBSITE AND STUDENT AND EMPLOYEE POLICIES.
STEP 2: UPON RECEIPT OF A COMPLAINT OR HAVING ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT, THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR WILL PROMPTLY CONTACT THE
COMPLAINANT CONFIDENTIALLY TO DISCUSS THE AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORTIVE MEASURES, CONSIDER THE COMPLAINANT’S WISHES WITH RESPECT TO SUPPORTIVE
MEASURES, INFORM THE COMPLAINANT OF THE AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORTIVE MEASURES WITH OR WITHOUT THE FILING OF A FORMAL COMPLAINT, AND, IF NECESSARY,
EXPLAIN TO THE COMPLAINANT THE PROCESS FOR FILING A FORMAL COMPLAINT. SUPPORTIVE MEASURES WILL ALSO BE OFFERED TO THE PERSON ALLEGED TO BE THE
TARGET OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT IF NO FORMAL COMPLAINT HAS BEEN FILED. A COMPLAINANT’S WISHES WITH RESPECT TO WHETHER THE DISTRICT INVESTIGATES A
COMPLAINT WILL BE RESPECTED UNLESS THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR DETERMINES THAT SIGNING A FORMAL COMPLAINT TO INITIATE AN INVESTIGATION OVER THE
WISHES OF THE COMPLAINANT IS REASONABLE IN LIGHT OF THE KNOWN CIRCUMSTANCES. IF THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR SIGNS A FORMAL COMPLAINT, THE
DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR IS NOT A COMPLAINANT OR OTHERWISE A PARTY DURING THE INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS AND PROCEEDINGS. THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR
WILL COMPLY WITH TITLE IX’S REQUIREMENTS THROUGHOUT THE INVESTIGATION AND PROCEEDINGS TO BE FREE OF CONFLICTS AND BIAS.
STEP 3: THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR WILL REVIEW THE COMPLAINT AND/OR ALLEGATIONS. IF THE COMPLAINT OR ALLEGATION DOES NOT MEET THE DEFINITION OF
DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT UNDER TITLE IX, OR DID NOT OCCUR IN THE DISTRICT’S EDUCATION PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY AGAINST A PERSON
IN THE UNITED STATES, THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR WILL DISMISS THE COMPLAINT AND/OR ALLEGATIONS. THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR WILL ALSO DISMISS THE
COMPLAINT AND/OR ALLEGATIONS IF THE COMPLAINANT SEEKS TO WITHDRAW THE COMPLAINT, THE ALLEGED PERPETRATOR IS NO LONGER EMPLOYED BY THE DISTRICT
OR A STUDENT IN THE DISTRICT, OR IF SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES PREVENT THE DISTRICT FROM GATHERING SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO MAKE A DETERMINATION.
STEP 4: IF

THE COMPLAINT AND/OR ALLEGATIONS ARE NOT DISMISSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH

ADMINISTRATOR TO INVESTIGATE THE COMPLAINT OR ALLEGATIONS.

THE

STEP 3,

THE

DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR

WILL ASSIGN A

DISTRICT

INVESTIGATOR WILL BE TRAINED IN OBJECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS, WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR

GATHERING ALL EVIDENCE, AND WILL NOT HAVE A CONFLICT OF INTEREST OR BIAS.

THE

INVESTIGATOR WILL GIVE ALL PARTIES WRITTEN NOTICE OF THE ALLEGATIONS,

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SELECT AN ADVISOR, AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT AND REVIEW EVIDENCE THROUGHOUT THE INVESTIGATION.

THE INVESTIGATOR WILL PROVIDE
10 DAYS TO INSPECT, REVIEW, AND RESPOND TO ALL EVIDENCE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE ALLEGATIONS PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT. THE PARTIES WILL ALSO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT WRITTEN QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED BY THE OPPOSITE PARTY. FOR COMPLAINTS
INVOLVING SEXUAL HARASSMENT, QUESTIONS ABOUT A PERSON’S PRIOR SEXUAL HISTORY ARE PROHIBITED, UNLESS OFFERED TO PROVE THAT SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE
RESPONDENT COMMITTED THE MISCONDUCT OR OFFERED TO PROVE CONSENT. A PARTY’S MEDICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, OR SIMILAR TREATMENT RECORDS WILL BE KEPT
CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL NOT BE DISCLOSED TO THE OPPOSING PARTY. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE INVESTIGATION, THE INVESTIGATOR WILL PREPARE A SUMMARY
REPORT. THE PARTIES WILL THEN HAVE 10 DAYS TO REVIEW AND PROVIDE A WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE SUMMARY REPORT.
ALL PARTIES AT LEAST
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STEP 5: UPON COMPLETION OF STEP 4, THE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR WILL ASSIGN THE MATTER TO THE DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYEE SERVICES, WHO WILL SERVE AS THE
DECISION-MAKER. THE DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYEE SERVICES WILL OBJECTIVELY REVIEW ALL OF THE RELEVANT EVIDENCE, WHETHER INCULPATORY OR EXCULPATORY, AND
AVOID CREDIBILITY DETERMINATIONS BASED ON A PERSON’S STATUS AS A COMPLAINANT, RESPONDENT, OR WITNESS. THE RESPONDENT WILL BE PRESUMED INNOCENT
DURING THIS PROCESS. THE DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYEE SERVICES WILL UTILIZE A CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE STANDARD IN MAKING FINDINGS BASED ON THE
EVIDENCE. WITHIN 10 DAYS FROM RECEIPT OF THE COMPLAINT OR ALLEGATIONS, THE DIRECTOR OF EMPLOYEE SERVICES WILL PROVIDE A WRITTEN DETERMINATION,
WHICH WILL BE SENT SIMULTANEOUSLY TO BOTH PARTIES, WITH AN ANALYSIS AS TO THE FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS ABOUT WHETHER THE ALLEGED CONDUCT
OCCURRED, RATIONALE FOR THE RESULT AS TO EACH ALLEGATION, ANY DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS IMPOSED ON THE RESPONDENT, AND WHETHER REMEDIES WILL BE
PROVIDED TO THE COMPLAINANT. THIS DETERMINATION WILL ALSO IDENTIFY APPEAL RIGHTS AND WILL DESCRIBE THE LIST OF POSSIBLE REMEDIES THE DISTRICT MAY
PROVIDE A COMPLAINANT AND DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS THE DISTRICT MAY IMPOSE ON A RESPONDENT.
STEP 6: EITHER

THE

COMPLAINANT

OR

RESPONDENT

MAY APPEAL THE WRITTEN DETERMINATION TO THESUPERINTENDENT (OR DESIGNEE).

ON PROCEDURAL IRREGULARITY, NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE, AND/OR BIAS OF THE

DISTRICT

THE

APPEAL MUST BE BASED

PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OUTLINED ABOVE THAT AFFECTED

OR COULD AFFECT THE OUTCOME IN THE WRITTEN DETERMINATION.

A WRITTEN APPEAL TO THE SUPERINTENDENT (OR DESIGNEE) MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 10 DAYS
THE SUPERINTENDENT’S STANDARD OF REVIEW IS DE NOVO. EACH PARTY INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS ABOVE BEARS
THEIR OWN EXPENSES. RETALIATION FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS PROCESS IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN AND IS SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE. THE DISTRICT WILL NOT RESTRICT
RIGHTS PROTECTED BY THE U.S. CONSTITUTION WHEN COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX. DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS WILL BE TRAINED ON THE DEFINITION OF SEXUAL
HARASSMENT, THE SCOPE OF THE DISTRICT’S EDUCATION PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES, HOW TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION, THE PROCESS DESCRIBED IN THIS POLICY
(INCLUDING APPEALS), HOW TO SERVE IMPARTIALLY (INCLUDING BY AVOIDING PREJUDGMENT OF THE FACTS AT ISSUE), CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AND BIAS. MATERIALS
USED TO TRAIN DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS WILL BE POSTED ON THE DISTRICT’S WEBSITE. OTHER DISTRICT STAFF WILL RECEIVE TRAINING ON THE GENERAL
REQUIREMENTS OF TITLE IX
FROM ISSUANCE OF THE WRITTEN DETERMINATION.

DRESS CODE
Kettle Moraine students, parents, and school staff share the responsibility of exercising good judgment in maintaining a positive
atmosphere conducive to education. Students at Kettle Moraine should always strive to be neat in appearance, clean,
well-groomed, and wearing attire that is not offensive, does not distract others and is appropriate to a school setting. Clothing that
is distracting and/or disrupts the learning environment is inappropriate. Tattoos or grooming styles that create a disruption to the
school and its instructional programs and are obvious distractions to other students, will not be allowed. This rule shall apply to
words, cartoons, slogans, or advertisements which have more than one meaning, or those which depict or portray conduct or
messages which may be illegal or offensive.
Clothing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

or clothing that includes the following (not an exclusive list) are not allowed at school:
inappropriate messages
depicts alcohol or drugs
shoes with wheels
exposed midlines
exposed bust lines
pajama pants and slippers
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

jackets are not permitted during the school day.
revealing undergarments
low cut and low riding pants
spaghetti straps or strapless garments are not allowed
very short shorts or very short skirts
a. shorts and skirts must be mid thigh in length
12. generally revealing portions of the body that are distracting to others
13. Hats/Headgear

DRINKS
Students are allowed to have bottles of water in class for use during the day. All other beverages are not allowed outside of the
cafeteria or in class. Students are encouraged to bring their own clear water bottle (labeled with their first and last name) to school
each day. To help mitigate the spread of Covid19, only water bottle filling stations will be available for use. Regular drinking
fountains will be turned off.
DRUG AND ALCOHOL FREE SCHOOLS (KMORR 2204)

STUDENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE/ABUSE
The Kettle Moraine School District (District) is dedicated to providing a healthy, safe and productive environment. Accordingly, the
manufacture, distribution, possession, use of, or presence under the influence of alcohol, tobacco, controlled substances not
prescribed to the individual, illegal use of non-prescription drugs, real or counterfeit/look alike drugs, and drug paraphernalia is
prohibited on District premises and at District activities.
The District prohibits student use and possession of tobacco and tobacco products (including but not limited to chewing tobacco,
e-cigarettes, vaporizers, liquid substance for vaporizers, or any other electronic device or look alike product or device) on District
premises and at District activities.
Violations of this rule by students shall be treated according to established policies and rules. This rule shall apply cumulatively to
all years the student is enrolled in the District. Any violation of applicable state laws or local ordinances shall result in referral to law
enforcement.
A student may be required to submit to tests, including a breath or urine test, to determine the presence of alcohol or other drugs if
a school official or law enforcement officer has reasonable suspicion that the student has alcohol in his/her system in violation of
this rule. Such tests shall be administered by a law enforcement officer or other trained personnel approved by the Superintendent
or designee and shall meet state law requirements. A student may be disciplined for refusing to submit to such test.
Any student who asks for help in solving a problem caused by the use or abuse of alcohol or drugs will be referred to appropriate
resources such as the student assistance program, or other appropriate agencies, and provided assistance to correct such
problem(s). Staff members shall keep student alcohol and other drug information confidential to the extent required by law.
Any District student possessing, attempting to possess, using, manufacturing, distributing, dispensing, or in any other manner
transferring, or being under the influence of illegal drugs and other controlled substances, tobacco and tobacco products, alcohol,
real or counterfeit/look alike drugs, drug paraphernalia, mood-altering substances, including but not limited to over-the-counter
drugs such as diet pills, caffeine pills, cold remedy medicines, performance enhancing supplements, etc., during the school day, on
school premises or while involved in any school-sponsored activity, event, or function on or off school premises and during or after
the school day where students are under the jurisdiction of the District shall be subject to the following:
Tobacco/Smoking Devices - Violations
This regulation includes the possession or use of tobacco/smoking related products, including chewing tobacco, e-cigarettes,
vaporizers (vapes), liquid substance for vaporizers, or any other electronic device or look alike products. Students found to be in
possession of tobacco or any of the above-mentioned items will be suspended for not less than one day and may be referred to law
enforcement for a citation as State and local law provide. Repeated choice of such actions will result in progressive consequences
such as additional days of suspension, loss of privileges, or citation. Suspicion of smoking/vaping may lead to consequences at the
discretion of the administration based on the circumstances of the incident. Any and all tobacco, electronic devices, or related
paraphernalia items in student's possession will be confiscated by law enforcement and not returned to the student or
parent/guardian.
Drug and Alcohol - First Violation
Any student found to be in violation of this rule shall be suspended from school for not less than three (3) days and referred to local
law enforcement. The administration may also recommend the student to the Board of Education (Board) for expulsion from school.
The administration may also agree to hold an expulsion recommendation in abeyance if the student submits written evidence that
the student participated in alcohol and other drug counseling and followed the counselor’s recommendations within 30 days of the
suspension. Said counseling will not be paid for by the District, but may be obtained from the following sources, if mutually agreed
to by the student and the building administrator before the counseling begins: a law enforcement agency, a drug/alcohol prevention
agency, or a non-school counselor.
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Second/Subsequent Violations or Dealing or Distributing
Any student who violates this rule more than once during his/her enrollment in the District shall be suspended from school, referred
to local law enforcement, and shall be recommended to the Board for expulsion from school.
Any student who violates this rule (whether a first or subsequent violation) by distributing, dispensing or in any other manner
transferring controlled substances, intoxicants, real or counterfeit/look alike drugs or drug paraphernalia, or mood-altering
substances, as defined above, shall be suspended from school, referred to local law enforcement, and may be recommended to the
Board for expulsion from school.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Emergency procedures are in place for such things as fire, severe weather, life-threatening situations, intruders and extremely
disruptive students. The schools work closely with the police department, fire department, health officials and other agencies in
developing, implementing, and testing these procedures.
Please refer to the placards below regarding specific emergency procedures:

HOLD

• Fire alarm cues EVACUATE action

• HOLD is announced

• Students/staff leave building
exits

• Students and staff stay in classroom
• Students in halls quickly return to

classroom

quickly/quietly following fire

• Doors closed – remain unlocked

• Staff close doors

• Those not in a classroom self-evacuate

• No one out in halls

• Teacher takes attendance once clear of building

• Class goes on as usual

• Ignore bells

• Ignore bells

• Wait for further directions from

• Announcement made when HOLD action is over

administration/law enforcement
• Announcement will be made when EVACUATE action is
over

LOCKDOWN is announced
●

• SHELTER is announced

Decide to Evacuate or Barricade

• Students/staff move silently to
shelter area

If Evacute-Go to safe location or Rally Point
If Barricade-Students in hall go into first open room
●
●
●

• Close and LOCK doors, turn off
away from windows and doors
• Window shades remain open
• Ignore bells

lights, move

LOCKDOWN is not over until Law Enforcement or
Administration unlocks your door and gives further
instructions

designated interior tornado

• Students not in their classroom move
staff/class

with the closest

• Doors closed - unlocked
• Teachers take attendance
• Ignore bells
• Wait for further directions from
enforcement

administration/law

• Announcement will be made when SHELTER action is over
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EXPULSION (KMORR 2407)

The school board may expel a student from school for one or more of the following:
1. For repeatedly refusing or neglecting to obey the rules;
2. For conduct while at school or under school authority which endangers or threatens to endanger the property, health or
safety of others;
3. For conduct while not at school or under school authority which endangers or threatens to endanger the property, health
or safety of others at the school or under the supervision of a school authority; or
4. If the school board finds that a pupil, at least 16 years old, repeatedly engaged in conduct while at school or while under
the supervision of a school authority that disrupted the ability of school authorities to maintain order or an educational
atmosphere at school or at an activity supervised by a school authority and that such conduct does not otherwise
constitute grounds for expulsion, and the school board is satisfied that the interest of the school demands the pupil’s
expulsion.
5. Conveying, or causing to be conveyed any threat or false information concerning an attempt or alleged attempt being
made or to be made to destroy any school property by means of explosives;
Possessing a dangerous weapon while at school or while under the supervision of school authority shall result in
Expulsion proceedings as outlined in state law. The term “dangerous weapon” means a weapon, device, instrument,
material or substance, animate or inanimate, that is used for, or readily capable of, causing death or serious bodily
injury.
If a student who has been expelled seeks to enroll in another school district during the term of his or her
expulsion, upon request, the district shall provide the school board of the other school district with a copy
of the expulsion findings and order, a written explanation of the reasons why the student was expelled and
the length of the term of the expulsion.
The board may expel a student when it has found that the student has engaged in any of the above conduct and is
satisfied that the interest of the school demands the student’s expulsion. Students may be offered an opportunity to
voluntarily participate in a particular support program or intervention activity related to their misconduct as an
alternative to expulsion.
All student expulsions including those involving students with disabilities shall follow all statutory procedures and
requirements.
The board may specify conditions in a student expulsion order that would allow the student to be reinstated to
school early before the end of the term of his/her expulsion. The early reinstatement of condition(s) shall be related
to the reason(s) for the expulsion and shall be enforced in accordance with state law requirements.

FEES AND FINES
All fees and fines must be paid prior to the issuance of a completion certificate or participation in the completion ceremony. A
student who does not pay all fees and fines three days prior to 8th grade completion may not be permitted to participate in the
completion ceremony.

FIELD TRIPS
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic field trips will be suspended at least through the first semester of the 2020-2021 school year. This
decision will be revisited and assessed prior to the second semester.

FOOD
Due to our efforts to keep out students with allergies safe and mitigate the spread of Covid-19, students and others are not allowed
to bring in food to share with others, either for a special occasion or during a normal lunch period.

HALLWAYS
Safe and appropriate behavior is expected. Hallways will be monitored, and inappropriate behavior will be dealt with accordingly by
the discretion of administration.

HATS AND HEADGEAR
Students are not allowed to wear hats, bandanas, or other headgear at Kettle Moraine Middle School. Hats or other headgear must
be out-of-sight starting at 7:20 A.M. and remain out-of-sight until 2:35 P.M. Hats/headgear will be confiscated if this is not adhered
to.
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HEALTH ROOM
School health services are a primary component of every student’s educational environment.The Health Room is staffed by an RN
and Health Room Assistant on alternating days. The school nurse protects and promotes the health of each student in order to
maximize each child’s potential to learn and grow. As an integral part of the educational team, the nurse ensures that the health
and safety needs of the student are met within the school environment. Screening programs are provided throughout the school
year. The nurse is available to discuss health services; preventative health care, medication and any other health concern parents
may have regarding their children. Health room assistants staff the health room part time. All assistants are trained to provide first
aid and other health services to injured and ill students under the direction of a district nurse.
Students are to report to the health room in cases of illness, injury or any health-related problem. If the student is to be sent
home, the health room assistant or nurse will contact the parent, or if unable to reach a parent, the person listed on the student’s
emergency card. Students may not leave school due to illness without first reporting to the health room.
To ensure a safe environment, your student’s medical history will be updated annually. Information regarding health conditions
including asthma and allergies as well as any other health concerns affecting your student during the school day will be
incorporated into your student health record and shared with appropriate school personnel. The health room staff should be
notified when there is a change in your child’s health.
The safety and welfare of your child is of primary importance to all of us at school. If your child should become ill or injured while
under the school’s supervision, the following steps will be taken:
A. If your child feels ill or has a minor accident:
●
●
●

First aid will be administered by following the American Heart Association or school approved procedure.
Your child will be returned to class.
You may receive a school health room report or a call.

B. If your child is unable to go back to class because of illness or minor injury:
●
You will be called and asked to transport your child home. If you are not available, your emergency number will be
called.
●
If we are unable to reach you, the child will be kept in school and continued attempts will be made to reach you or the
emergency person listed.
●
You will receive an injury report if appropriate.
C. If your child is in need of immediate medical attention:
●
First Aid will be given immediately according to the American Heart Association and school approved procedure.
●
If you are not available, the emergency number found on the information card will be called.
●
If necessary, the student will be taken to their physician or to the hospital emergency room.
D. Guidelines for Exclusion of Students: Students will be sent home from school with the following guidelines:
●
A fever of 100 (oral)
●
Students must be fever free for 24 hours without the use of medication before returning to school.
●
episodes of vomiting or diarrhea
●
Rash if accompanied by fever/sore throat or behavioral changes
●
Live head lice or untreated lice nits
●
Other conditions, not previously listed, at the discretion of the kettle Moraine Middle School staff
E. Symptoms indicating a suspicion of COVID-19
Students who become ill during the school day with symptoms of COVID19 including fever (at least 100.0°F), chills, cough,
shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, new loss of taste or smell, sore throat,
congestion or runny nose, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea will be isolated from others and parent/guardian will be phoned to
immediately pick up the student. Guidelines for return to school will be determined by Waukesha County Health Department and
the school health room.
●

●

●

An isolation room will be set apart from the typical health room to accommodate students who develop symptoms during
the day that are suspicious of COVID-19. Students with such symptoms will be removed to the isolation room and
provided appropriate PPE until they can be picked up and returned home.
Students known to be quarantined or isolated under the direction of the Waukesha Health Department (whether they
present symptoms or not) will not be allowed to join a classroom. They will be removed to the isolation room with
appropriate PPE until they can be picked up and returned home,
Guidelines for exclusion may become more stringent during times of increased infectious diseases and higher rates of
school absence. Transportation to a medical facility will be arranged for the student through the parent, by ambulance,
or by school personnel if necessary and safe.

HOME SCHOOL COMMUNICATION – OPT-IN, E-MESSENGER, NEWSLETTER
Weekly communication from the Middle School will be sent to all of the main contacts for each student listed in our school Infinite
Campus System. These communications are also posted on our website. Check the website for timely information about Middle
School happenings. Parents are always encouraged to call the office with questions. Parents are expected to maintain updated
household information through the parent portal in the Infinite Campus system.
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LASER POINTERS
Laser Pointers and other such devices are not allowed on campus, school-sponsored events, or buses. Items will be confiscated
and parents will be asked to pick them up.

LEARNING LAB
When a student is missing three assignments in one class or a combination of classes, s/he can be assigned to an after school
homework completion session to make up those assignments. A teacher is available to assist students during these sessions. The
Learning Lab typically occurs Monday through Wednesday. During the 2020-2021 school year, the Learning Lab will not be
operating.

LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER
The Library/Media Center is open to all students from 7:20 A.M. to 2:45 P.M. daily.

LOCKERS
For the 2020-2021 school year, students will NOT be issued a locker.
School lockers are furnished to each student by the school. As such, school lockers are the property of the school. The school at
no time relinquishes its exclusive control of the lockers, which are provided as a convenience to the students. The following
regulations apply not only to the student's corridor locker, but also to any additional lockers that may be assigned elsewhere in the
building. Locker measurements are 10-1/2 inches deep and 12 inches wide. Please do not buy organizers any bigger than this.
Backpacks with wheels and some shelving do not fit in the lockers. The student assumes all responsibility for the contents of the
assigned lockers. The Board of Education is not liable for any losses that the student may incur. Students must never leave their
lockers unlocked, “Rig Them” or share the combination with another student.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Students must not place anything in a locker or use anything at their locker that may compromise the aire quality of the
building i.e.: perfumes, body sprays or spray deodorant.
Students are not to deface lockers in any manner.
Students should plan their day to minimize locker usage during classes.
Students must report locker problems to the office immediately.
Any decorating of student lockers needs to be approved by administration.
Any decorations need to be removed after one week.

School officials retain the right to hold periodic general locker inspections at any time, for any reason, without
notice, without consent, and without a warrant.

MEDICATIONS (KMORR 2101)

Students needing to take medications during the school day must have a completed parental/doctor consent form on file with the
school nurse. Medication forms can be found on the Health Services webpage on the KMSD website or in the Health Room.
Medication must be dispensed by the school nurse or other authorized school official. This includes over the counter medications
(over the counter medications, inhalers, EpiPens, and prescription medications. Doctors must authorize that a student may
self-carry their inhaler and/or EpiPen. All medication must be delivered to the Health Room in the original container and not be
expired). You may reach the school nurse by calling 262-965-6500 extension 2054. Please contact the Health Room Staff with any
questions regarding medication administration at school.

PHOTOGRAPHING AND/OR VIDEOTAPING STUDENTS
In the course of a school year, groups of students are occasionally videotaped and/or photographed in classroom situations, during
fine arts performances, on field trips, for teacher training, etc. The resulting photo and/or videotape may be used in a variety of
ways: to promote the school district, individual school, or specific programs to the community; to instruct students or staff
members; or to orient new parents, staff, and students. The final product could also take a variety of forms: photo displays, slide
presentations, newspaper articles, pamphlets, or video programs. Pursuant to the Family Educational Right and Privacy Act and
State Statute 118.125(1)(d), any parent, guardian or eligible student (18 years of age or older) may inform the district of his/her
desire that his/her child not be photographed or videotaped by opting out during the annual online registration process.

PHY ED PARTICIPATION
All students are expected to participate unless excused for a medical reason by a physician. The physician’s written excuse is to be
given to the front office. Participation in athletic activities outside of school does not exempt students from regular participation in
physical education.

PHY ED UNIFORMS
For the 2020-2021 school year, uniforms will not be used in Phy Ed class. Students are expected to wear shoes that will allow them
to exercise during Phy Ed class as well as be prepared to go outside for class at various times. Class is typically scheduled to occur
every other day. A cotton uniform shirt and mesh shorts are required for use as the physical education outfit. This allows for easy
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participation and has proven to be safe and durable. This uniform can be purchased at registration in August or at the Middle
School from your Physical Education teacher once the school year begins. Shirts and shorts may be purchased separately. White
socks and athletic shoes must be worn for safety. A sweatshirt and sweat pants are recommended during first and fourth quarters
since classes are held outdoors, weather permitting.

POSTERS
School-Sponsored Organizations
There are numerous bulletin boards throughout the school on which school-sponsored organizations may post information. Any
announcements placed on these boards must be pre-approved by a principal before posting. Posters or announcements may not
be displayed anywhere in the building, other than on the bulletin boards. It is important that all posters are attached only to
surfaces that will not be marred by masking tape, such as painted walls or varnished surfaces. Paste, cellophane tape, or
thumbtacks are not to be used to secure posters to walls or windows. All posted signs will be taken down after a reasonable length
of time.
Non-School Sponsored Organizations
The school provides a bulletin board, located in the entrance area, on which non-school sponsored organizations may post
announcements, etc. All non-school sponsored posters, materials, fliers, and announcements placed on this board must be
pre-approved and stamped “Not Sponsored by the School District of Kettle Moraine” by a principal. Non-school sponsored
organizations are not allowed to hang posters anywhere else in the school. Posters that violate this will be taken down.

PROGRESS REPORTS
Progress reports of students’ grades are not mailed home. Parents and students are encouraged to access an ongoing report of
their students’ learning progress by logging into the Infinite Campus portal or other learning platform in use by our teachers.

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS ABOUT SCHOOL PERSONNEL
It is Kettle Moraine School District's philosophy that complaints can best be resolved if the individuals most closely connected with a
problem work to resolve it. Therefore, any complaint must be directed initially to the individual(s) responsible for the activity or
situation which instigated the complaint. If a complaint cannot be resolved at this first level established procedures will be followed.
Due process will be extended both to the complainant and to the person(s) to whom the complaint is directed.
1. All complaints must first be directed to the person(s) responsible for the activity or situation which instigated the
complaint.
2. If a complaint cannot be satisfactorily resolved through the use of step 1, a mediator, a guidance counselor, can assist in
resolving the complaint.
3. If a complaint cannot be satisfactorily resolved through the use of step 1 and 2, the complaint must be put into written
form and submitted to the immediate supervisor or the person(s) to whom the complaint was originally directed. The
supervisor will arrange necessary consultations to ascertain facts of the complaint and will make every reasonable effort
to resolve the matter promptly.
4. Should the complainant still feel the matter has not been satisfactorily resolved, it will be considered by the next
immediate supervisor.
Before your complaint will be heard by the School Board, you must meet with the building principal and superintendent first to try
to resolve the matter. The Board is the final step in the process.

PUBLIC DISPLAY OF AFFECTION
Intimate displays of affection, which include hand-holding, hugging and kissing, are not acceptable. Repeated infractions will result
in a consequence.

REFERRALS TO THE SHERIFF’S OR POLICE DEPARTMENT
Students who violate rules or whose actions and behaviors are deemed beyond the scope of school policies are referred to the
Village of Summit Police through an administrator or the District School Resource Officer and may result in a citation.
The following examples are reasons for referral, but this list is not all-inclusive
1. Possession or distribution of illegal drugs, narcotics, and alcoholic beverages.
2. Fighting.
3. Abusive and threatening behavior or language directed at teacher, student, support staff, or a principal.
4. Theft of property.
5. Vandalism of property.
6. Possession of, and/or use of weapons, or weapon facsimiles.
7. Sexual harassment of other students or staff.
8. Threat to another student or staff member.
9.
Food fights, littering in the halls or cafeteria.
10. Refusal to leave school premises when directed to do so (loitering).
11. Improper, unsafe, or unlawful use of a motorized vehicle; improper parking of a motorized vehicle.
12. Any act, or offense, which interferes with or disrupts the operation of the school (disorderly conduct).
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REPORT CARDS
A grade report will be issued to each student at the end of the 2nd semester of each school year for academic progress for the entire
year. These are not printed and mailed, but are posted online in the Infinite Campus Portal. Teachers and counselors are available
to talk with parents about a student’s work.

SAFETY DRILLS

Fire/Tornado Drills/School Violence Safety Drills are required by state law and are held at regular intervals throughout the
school year.

SCHEDULES/CHANGES
Kettle Moraine Middle School will make every attempt to ensure that each student is placed in classes s/he needs and has
requested. Because course enrollments affect the recruitment of staff and the purchasing of materials, it is necessary to establish
formal scheduling policies.

1.
2.
3.

January / February: Students receive scheduling information and select courses for the following year.
First of March: Course section determinations are approved by the Board of Education and student course
selections are adjusted as needed. It is the responsibility of each student to become familiar with his/her course
selections.
August: Student schedules are posted online after registration.

No student schedules will be changed except for the following reasons:
● computer error
● failure of the student to meet proper course prerequisites
● a need to balance a class by size
● physical limitations
● course needed to meet promotion requirements
● student is enrolled in seven classes and desire to drop one for study hall
SCHOOL CLOSING
Emergency school closings will be announced on WTMJ-620 AM and “The Lake” 94 FM radio as soon as it is known that school is
closed or delayed. School closing information can also be found on the district website: www.kmsd.edu. The district also has a
calling service called School Messenger to notify you. Please don’t rely solely on the automated message as it only calls one
number per family. It is the responsibility of each family to maintain current phone numbers in the Infinite Campus parent portal.

SENDING YOUR CHILD TO SCHOOL

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic we will be expecting parents to do a daily check of your child(ren) prior to sending them to school.
Symptoms to monitor include
Does your child have:
●
Temperature > 100.4 or chills
●
Cough
●
Shortness of breath/difficulty breathing
●
Fatigue
●
Muscle or body aches
●
Headache
●
New loss of taste or small
●
Sore throat
●
Congestion or runny nose
●
Nausea or vomiting
●
Diarrhea
If the answer is YES to 1 OR MORE of the above,
●
KEEP YOUR CHILD home and contact your child’s physician for next steps.
●
Contact school to report your child’s absence, reporting all the symptoms your child is experiencing.
To your knowledge, has your child or a household member had close contact within the past 14 days to a person who has been
diagnosed with COVID-19?
If the answer is YES,
●
KEEP YOUR CHILD home
●
Contact your child’s physician for next steps.
●
Contact school to report your child’s absence and the reason why.
Remember:
●
If your child has been quarantined or isolated by Waukesha County, your child needs to completed the quarantine or
isolation BEFORE returning to school
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If a student becomes ill during school hours, he/she will be isolated and parents will be contacted to come and pick the
student up. Please have a plan in place that can be used if this situation arises.

Health Reminders for home:
●
Social Distancing = 6 feet or more from others
●
Minimize touching face (eyes, mouth, nose)
●
Frequently wash hands (for at least 20 seconds / use hand sanitizer)
●
Cover mouth and nose with tissue or sleeve (not hands) when coughing
●
Get plenty of rest, exercise and maintain a healthy diet

SPECIAL CONCERNS / SCHOOL COUNSELORS

You may go to the Counseling Office during a passing time or at lunch to make an appointment with a counselor. The counselor
will send a pass when (s) he is available.
If you need to speak with a counselor, please contact them via email or electronically through the Canvas. They will contact you to
connect in person or through a Google Meet.

STAFF/STUDENT RELATIONS (KMORR 2308)
Positive relationships with students are of paramount importance in student achievement. The School District of
Kettle Moraine is committed to quality educational programs requiring integrity, high ideals, and human
understanding. All employees shall recognize that they must accept responsibility for their conduct as members of
the profession. All employees shall understand that a person’s own conduct may be regarded as representative of
all. The district expects all employees to dress and groom themselves in a manner which inspires respect from
students, parents, peers and the public. Learning, growth, and success of students are the reasons that the schools
exist.
Professional staff members are required to abide by such standard of conduct which is in keeping with community
morals, to encourage good citizenship and to be an example of self-discipline for their students. Further, professional
staff members are required at all times not to engage in misdeeds which may lose them the respect and appreciation
of the students, parents/guardians of students, and the people of the community.
All employees and contracted vendors of the district are expected to demonstrate positive relationships by:
1. Communicating with students in a way which fosters the development of a positive self-image;
2. Giving students positive feedback in a variety of ways;
3. Modeling and reinforcing positive behaviors which are expected of students;
4. Implementing motivation techniques that enhance self-esteem and achievement;
5. Maintaining empathy with and respect for all students;
6. Using discretion in handling confidential information about students;
7. Utilizing problem-solving techniques in correcting and changing student behavior;
8. Encouraging a student to study varying points of view and respect the student’s right to form independent
judgments;
9. Conducting conferences with or concerning students in an appropriate place and manner;
10. Exercising good judgment in dealings with students, parents, other staff and the public;
11. Displaying moral and ethical behavior including never engaging in intimate, sexual or otherwise
inappropriate relationships with students, whether consensual or otherwise;
12. Refraining from sending a student on an errand off school premises during school hours;
13. Students shall not be sent on personal errands of any kind, nor be required to do any service not connected
with their duties in the school;
14 Refraining from attempting to inculcate the students with his/her own political or religious beliefs;
15. Refraining from the use of ridicule, insults, sarcasm, cynicism, sustained or repeated yelling, profanity,
belittling or intimidating statements or behaviors and other offensive or inappropriate statements or
conduct.
Principals and other administrators shall annually inform district staff of this rule. Newly hired staff shall be informed
of this rule when hired.

STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT & EXPECTATIONS
The District Code of Conduct (Kettle Moraine Operating Rules and Regulations 2402) says that you have the right to a safe and
orderly classroom as free as possible from distractions. This includes disruptive behavior in class.
Covid-19 Mitigation Behaviors:
For the 2020-2021 year, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the desire to keep schools physically open, there are many mitigation
strategies that will be implemented. These strategies or expectations will be taught in the first few days of school and reinforced
throughout the school year, in order to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 among students and staff.
Mitigation strategies include, but are not limited to:
●

Frequent washing of hands or when necessary use of hand sanitizer
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Covering of cough or sneeze with elbow or tissue
Assigned seating and minimizing contact outside of cohort
Directed movement - traffic patterns in hallways and school spaces
Physical distancing of 6 feet when possible
Wearing facemasks while inside is required
Daily at-home screen for symptoms
(students and staff)
When sick - stay home
Following behavior expectations of teacher

Students who consistently disregard behavior expectations may be assigned to a virtual learning environment.

Your responsibility is to behave in class so all can focus on learning. If you choose to disrupt class, the teacher has the right to
remove you from class so others may learn.
1. Attendance expectations:
a. Attend all classes and be on time for each period.
2. Behavior expectations:
a. Students must serve all assigned detentions
b. Students with un-served detentions will be referred to administration for consequences.
c. Students who are suspended from school will face the following additional consequences:
1. For each suspension, the student will not be allowed to participate in the next upcoming school activity.
d. Athletes under suspension are also subject to consequences under the Athletic Code. For more information, please
see the Code of Conduct Handbook that every athlete receives and signs at the start of the sports season. Pranks
will not be tolerated at any time during the school year as they create a disturbance and safety hazard. Students
who plan or participate in a prank will jeopardize their participation in activities including dances and the completion
ceremony and may be subject to suspensions and legal ramifications.
e.

8th grade – Any 8th grader that is suspended (in or out) will forfeit their opportunity to participate in the
promotion/completion activities, dance, and end of the year field trip/activities.

f.

Swearing, cursing, and the use of bad language is inappropriate and totally unacceptable. This also includes saying
unkind or mean things about or to others. Incidents of this nature will be referred to an administrator and discipline
will be determined.
It is understood that the rules contained in this handbook are not all inclusive. The administration and teachers may take such
action as is necessary, and not forbidden by law, to insure the discipline and orderly conduct of the school. Action may be taken
with respect to any offense which interferes with the orderly conduct of the school, or which affects the health and welfare of
students, individually or collectively, regardless of the existence or non-existence of a rule covering the action. School rules apply to
all students regardless of age, and to all school activities on campus or at other locations.
Each student at KMMS can expect one or more of the following to happen when rules are broken:
1.
2.

You will meet/talk with your individual teacher(s) to discuss the consequence(s) regarding your actions.
You may be required to serve a lunch or after-school detention. If you are given a lunch detention, you will receive a pass.
You should get your lunch and report to the teacher at the beginning of the lunch hour. If you are given an after-school
detention, your parent will be notified by phone or e-mail.
3. A parent conference may be requested regarding your action and consequence.
4. You may be required to meet with a principal to discuss your action and consequence. The following describes the
consequences which may be applied by a principal as the result of a disciplinary referral. More than one consequence can be
used.
A student who has received the following:
1. Three suspensions within the school year
2. A discipline referral (at the discretion of a principal)
may not attend the reward activities, assemblies, field trips, dances or 8th grade completion ceremony.
Detention – after school 2:45 – 4:00 P.M. or lunch detentions. Participation in a sport does not excuse you from detentions.

SUSPENSION -

Kettle Moraine Middle School institutes a progressive discipline system whenever possible. Continuous and willful refusal to
accomplish school tasks even though able to do so; swearing at a staff member/school representative; insubordination to a staff
member/school representative; disorderly, disruptive or illegal conduct; and persistent violation of school regulations are examples
of the reasons for a student to be suspended from school attendance. Suspension from school is a serious matter and should not
be taken lightly by students or parents. Copies of all suspension notification letters are placed in the student's file. Reasons for
suspension also include violations of narcotics laws, use or possession of tobacco products, use of alcoholic beverages, hazardous or
unlawful use of motorized vehicles, use or possession of weapons or fireworks, bomb threats, theft; or violations of local, state and
federal law (this list is not all-inclusive). The length of a suspension is determined by school authorities and will reflect the offense.
Parents will be notified by a principal when such action is necessary. Suspended students will be granted the opportunity to make
up all missed assignments, per board of education policy and state statute. Athletes under suspension are also subject to
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consequences under the Athletic Code. For more information, please see the Code of Conduct Handbook under the “Athletics”
page of the KMMS website.
There are two types of suspensions:
1. An in-school suspension means that the student comes to school on the day of the assigned suspension and s/he is
placed into a suspension room and supervised by a staff member for the entire school day. The student is restricted from
attending regular classes, after school activities, and riding the bus.
2.

An out-of-school suspension means that the student is barred from being present on school properties for the
duration of the assigned suspension.

Also see Rules/Consequences for more information on suspensions.
Suspension, In-school: 1-3 days. You may be required to serve a suspension in the office where you will be removed from the
regular school day for a designated period of time. This will not exempt you from completing the day's missed assignments and
you will be given study time. You also lose the chance to go on field trips and to participate in after-school activities. You must
obey the following rules when in the office:
●
Be working at all times.
●
Remain Quiet
●
Remain in your seat at all times.
Parent Conference will be held with an administrator via phone or in person at school.
Suspension, Out-of-School: 1-5 days. You may be excluded from attending school for a designated period of time. However,
you are still responsible for making up the missed assignments or tests. Students suspended out of school are also suspended from
after school and evening activities for that day and lose field trip privileges for the rest of the semester.
●
Loss of field trip privileges can occur at the discretion of the principal. You could also lose your right to go on field trips
without being suspended out-of-school if you show by your behavior that your teachers can’t trust you to behave in
public.
●
Referral to a Law Enforcement Agency may occur.
Pre-Expulsion: Parent(s), teacher(s), and administration will meet with the superintendent at a pre-expulsion conference.
Expulsion: Parent(s),Teacher(s), Administration and Superintendent will meet with the School Board for an expulsion conference.

STUDENT EXPRESSION
Kettle Moraine Middle School promotes an orderly educational community which reflects constitutional principles including freedom
of expression by students. The school recognizes that the achievement of a proper balance between order and freedom is a
perplexing issue. It is necessary to define an appropriate balance in these matters for the faculty, parents, and students.
Accordingly, regarding the expression of ideas and opinions by students on school premises, the following school policies apply
STUDENTS WHO LEGALLY ATTEND KETTLE MORAINE MIDDLE SCHOOL MAY EXPRESS OPINIONS AND IDEAS, TAKE
STANDS AND SUPPORT CAUSES, PUBLICLY AND PRIVATELY, ORALLY OR IN WRITING.
1. Prior approval for the posting of notices, advertisements, campaigns, and other communications must be received from
the principal or his/her designee. Any posted material not receiving prior approval will be removed by the school's
administration or designee.
2. All student-posted notices or communications shall be subject to reasonable size limitations, signed, and dated at posting,
and will be removed by school representatives after seven calendar days.
3. Students may exercise freedom of expression through the distribution of handbills, leaflets, other written material, and
the collection of petitions concerning either school or non-school matters or issues.
a. The time for the conduct of such activities may be restricted by the school administration to certain designated
times, such as: before school, after dismissal, or during lunch periods to the extent that such activities are deemed
unnecessary interference with the school program,
b. The place for the conduct may be restricted by school administration to permit the normal flow of traffic within the
school or on school premises.
c. The manner of conducting such activities may be reasonably restricted by the school administration to prevent
undue levels of noise or to prevent the use of coercion or unreasonable interference with any person.
d. No written materials shall be distributed and no petitions or surveys shall be circulated by students on school
premises unless such written materials, petitions, and/or surveys have first been reviewed by the school principal or
his/her designee for a prior determination that such written materials do not violate this policy.
4. No written material shall be prepared by use of school equipment or property without prior approval by the principal or
his/her designee.
5. All copies of any written materials, whether posted on bulletin boards or circulated and distributed on school premises,
shall bear the names of approved student organizations or other sponsoring student groups or students.
6.

Any violation of this policy, or any administrative rules, decisions, or action taken or adopted in pursuance of this policy
may subject the student to disciplinary consequences, including suspension, in accordance with established laws or
policies of the State of Wisconsin, Waukesha County, and the Board of Education.

STUDENT INSURANCE
The School District does not have insurance coverage for student injuries. An insurance plan is explained in a brochure that is
included in the registration folder. If you are interested in this plan, be sure to follow the directions on the enrollment envelope.
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STUDENT RIGHTS
Students are afforded due process rights. Students will be interviewed by the principal or designee prior to disciplinary action. The
only exception to this practice of due process will be emergencies in which danger to students and staff prevents the normal
investigation practices from occurring.

STUDENT USE OF WEAPONS, EXPLOSIVE DEVICES, FIRE, OR AIR CONTAMINATION (KMORR 2211)

No student shall possess, distribute, use or store a dangerous weapon, weapon facsimile, improvised weapon, other explosive
device, or explosive device improvised or facsimile or cause a fire or possess, distribute, use or store materials which could be used
to contaminate the air or ventilation systems on school property, on a school bus or at a school-sponsored or related event, or
threaten to distribute, use or store a dangerous weapon, weapon facsimile, other explosive device, or explosive device improvised
or facsimile, or threaten to cause a fire on school property, on a school bus, or at a school-sponsored or related event. This
prohibition also applies to any other objects or actions that might endanger the safety or welfare of the student or others. The term
“dangerous weapon” means a weapon, device, instrument, material or substance, animate or inanimate, which is used for, or
readily capable of, causing death or serious bodily injury or threat of injury or endangering the health and safety of others.
The district defines and considers a "weapon facsimile" to be a dangerous weapon. A weapon facsimile or improvised weapon
includes toys and other objects which could be reasonably mistaken for the actual dangerous weapon whether or not it was
manufactured solely for that purpose.
The district defines an "explosive device" to include a firecracker, bomb, smoke flares, bullet or other explosive or incendiary device
and considers an “explosive device facsimile” or “improvised explosive device” to be an explosive device. An explosive device
facsimile includes toys, projectiles, paintball guns, bottles, bottle bombs, containers, and other objects which could reasonably be
mistaken for actual explosive devices whether or not it was manufactured solely for that purpose or brought on a school campus
with any other intent.
The district defines “materials to contaminate” the air or ventilation systems to include odorous substances, rotted materials,
aerosol canisters or similar substances that may cause stress or damage to the respiratory system of students, employees or other
persons.
A student who violates this rule may be immediately suspended from school in accordance with state law requirements and referred
to law enforcement. A conference with the student and student's parent or guardian will be scheduled to discuss the violation.
Further disciplinary action, including a recommendation for expulsion, may occur.
Policy exceptions include:
●
Weapons under the control of law enforcement personnel
●
Weapons properly registered and handled during the community use of facilities, such as gun safety courses, community
demonstrations and exhibits, etc.
●
Theatrical look-alike props used in settings preapproved by the school administration.
●
Starter pistols used in appropriate school approved sporting events.
●
Other look-alike items pre-approved by the school administration as part of a class, presentation or community event
under adult supervision.

STUDENT VISITORS
Student visitors are not allowed to attend school or school dances with Kettle Moraine MS students. Families wishing to learn more
about Kettle Moraine Middle School should contact the Counseling Center at 262-965-6500 to arrange for a visit.

TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTABLE USE GUIDELINES (KMORR 3501)
The Kettle Moraine School District (District) provides students, staff, agents, guests, and volunteers, collectively known as “user” or
“users” for educational and business purposes, with access to Information Technology and Communication Resources to accomplish
its mission of educating students in conformance with applicable law. A user is deemed to access and use the system through any
electronic activity conducted on the system using any device (whether or not such device is a District provided device) regardless of
the user’s physical location. “Information Technology and Communication Resources” (system) refers to Internet connections
(including wireless connections), email accounts, intranet, any remote connection to District systems, telephones (including cell
phones and the voicemail system), computers (whether used on or off campus), fax machines, digital communications (including
email), wireless access points, printers, cameras, removable storage devices, and any other device or equipment that the District
reasonably deems to fall within the scope of these Guidelines. By using the District’s system, users agree to abide by the Guidelines
set forth in this agreement and all other District guidelines, policies, procedures, rules, and regulations. All staff and students are
required to have a signed agreement form on file.
Privacy and Monitoring
Users of the system shall have no expectation of privacy with respect to such use. Consequently, all software, email, voicemail,
files, digital communications, and other information or documents used, generated, transmitted or received over District data, voice
or video networks, or stored on District equipment, are the property of the District. The District retains the right to review, monitor,
audit, intercept, access and disclose all messages or information created, received or sent over district data, voice or video
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networks, or stored on its equipment. External electronic storage devices are subject to monitoring if used with district resources.
Additionally, email messages, text messages, and other documents created or received by staff may be subject to release in
accordance with applicable public records law. The District has no ability to filter content on devices using personal cellular data
plans.
General Use
Information Technology and Communication Resources provided by the District are intended for educational use, instruction,
research and the facilitation of communication, collaboration, and other District-related purposes. Users are subject to the same
standards expected in a classroom and/or professional workplace. The District reserves the right to prioritize use and access to the
system. The ultimate responsibility for acceptable use is the sole responsibility of the individual user.
Diligent effort must be made to conserve system resources. No person shall have access to the system without having a signed
Technology Acceptable Use Guidelines & User Agreement on file with the District. Nothing in these Guidelines is intended to
preclude the supervised use of the system while under the direction of a teacher or other approved user acting in conformity with
District policy and procedure nor is it intended, where appropriate, to prohibit communication of union business as defined under
the Negotiated Agreement with unionized personnel.
System accounts are to be used only by the authorized owner of the account for the authorized purpose. Users may not share their
account information or password with another person or leave an open file or session unattended or unsupervised. Users are
ultimately responsible for all activity under their account. Users shall not seek information on, obtain copies of, or modify
files, other data, or passwords belonging to other users, misrepresent other users on the system, or attempt to gain unauthorized
access to the system. Communications may not be encrypted so as to avoid security review.
Examples of Acceptable Use
I will:
● Follow the same guidelines for respectful, responsible behavior online that I am expected to follow offline.
● Treat school resources carefully, and alert staff if there is any problem with their operation.
● Encourage positive, constructive discussion if allowed to use communicative or collaborative technologies.
● Alert a teacher or other staff member if I see threatening/bullying, inappropriate, or harmful content (images, messages,
posts) online.
● Use school technologies at appropriate times, in approved places, for educational pursuits only.
● Cite sources when using online sites and resources for research; ensure there is no copyright infringement.
● Recognize that use of school technologies is a privilege and treat it as such.
● Be cautious to protect the safety of myself and others.
● Help to protect the security of school resources.
Examples of Unacceptable Use
Users may not engage in any of the activities prohibited by these Guidelines when using or accessing the District’s system. If a
user is uncertain whether behavior is prohibited, he or she should contact a teacher, supervisor or other appropriate district
personnel. The District reserves the right to take immediate action regarding activities that (1) create security and/or safety issues
for the District, students, employees, schools, network or computer resources, or (2) expend District resources on content the
district determines lacks legitimate educational or district content or purpose, or (3) the District determines are inappropriate.
I will not:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Use school technologies in a way that could be personally or physically harmful to myself, others, or District property.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Plagiarize content I find online.

●
●
●

Engage in criminal or other unlawful activities.

Search inappropriate images or content.
Engage in cyberbullying, harassment, or disrespectful conduct toward others–staff or students.
Try to find ways to circumvent the school’s safety measures and filtering tools.
Use school technologies to send spam or chain mail.
Download, post, reproduce or distribute music, photographs, video or other works in violation of applicable copyright
laws.
Post personally-identifying information, about myself or others.
Agree to meet someone I meet online in real life.
Use language online that would be unacceptable in the classroom.
Use school technologies for illegal activities or to pursue information on such activities.
Attempt to hack or access sites, servers, accounts, or content that isn’t intended for my use.
Use the District system for commercial purposes or for personal financial gain.
Use the District’s system on behalf of any elected official, candidate, candidates, slate of candidates or a political
organization or committee.
Use a recording device in any locker room or bathroom.

Film or photograph, or record any student, teacher or other District employer without his/her permission.
This is not intended to be an exhaustive list. Users should use their own good judgment when using school technologies.
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Personally-Owned Devices
Students may use personally-owned devices (including laptops, tablets, smartphones, and cell phones) as allowed by building
policy—unless such use interferes with the delivery of instruction by a teacher or staff or creates a disturbance in the educational
environment. Any misuse of personally-owned devices may result in disciplinary action. Therefore, proper netiquette and
adherence to the acceptable use policy should always be used. In some cases, a separate network may be provided for
personally-owned devices.
Digital Citizenship / Social Media Guidelines
Recognizing that collaboration is essential to education, the District may provide users with access to web sites or tools that allow
communication, collaboration, sharing, and messaging among users. Digital citizens respect and protect themselves, others, and
intellectual property online; as such, users are expected to communicate with the same appropriate, safe, mindful, courteous
conduct online as offline. Posts, chats, sharing, and messaging may be monitored. Users should be careful not to share
personally-identifying information online (see Protection of Personally Identifiable Information below).
Filtering
In accordance to Children’s Internet Protection Act (“CIPA”), the district blocks or filters content over the Internet that the district
considers inappropriate for minors. This includes pornography, obscene material, and other material that may be harmful to
minors. The District may also block or filter other content deemed to be inappropriate, lacking educational or work-related content,
or that pose a threat to the network. The District may, in its discretion, disable such filtering for certain users for bona-fide
research or other lawful educational or business purposes.
Users shall not use any website, application, or methods to bypass filtering of the network or perform any other unlawful activities.
Additional information regarding CIPA can be found here: http://fcc.us/174NFg5.
Cyberbullying
Cyberbullying will not be tolerated. Harassing, denigrating, impersonating, outing, and cyberstalking are all examples of
cyberbullying. Don’t be mean. Don’t send emails or post comments with the intent of scaring, hurting, or intimidating someone
else. Engaging in these behaviors, or any online activities intended to harm (physically or emotionally) another person will result in
severe disciplinary action and loss of privileges. In some cases, cyberbullying can be a crime. Remember that your activities are
monitored and retained.
Protection of Personally Identifiable Information
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”) prohibits district school officials from disclosing personally identifiable
information (“PII”) from education records of district students and families to third parties without parental consent. All users of the
district’s system must comply with FERPA. Users should ensure that communications that include or attach confidential information
are only sent to the intended recipients.
Personal information such as home and school addresses, telephone numbers and full name should remain confidential when
communicating on the system. Students should never reveal such information without permission from their teacher or other adult.
Students should never make appointments to meet people in person that they have contacted on the system without District and
parent permission. Students should notify their teacher or other adult whenever they come across information or messages that
are dangerous, inappropriate, or make them feel uncomfortable.
Google Apps for Education and Online Academic Services
All staff and students (collectively “user” or “users”) will be assigned a Kettle Moraine School District (District) Google Apps for
Education account and will be accessing other Online Academic Service(s). A District Google Apps for Education account allows
staff and students to use Google Mail, Google Docs, and other Google applications and products for collaboration, communication,
research and sharing. Online Academic Services include, but are not limited to, Google Apps for Education, such as Canvas,
Seesaw, web-based math and literacy assessment software, skill-building games, content-focused video tutorials, and all other
online digital resources. The District cannot and does not guarantee the security of electronic files located on Google systems or any
other Online Academic Service system. It is the responsibility of the user to backup important documents or files. The District
cannot assure that users will not be exposed to unsolicited information.
Safety and security of students and student data are a primary concern of the District. The District has a process in place by which
online tools and resources are evaluated for their use within the District. Approval for installation or use of these resources is
dependent on education appropriateness, compatibility with resources, availability of support, organizational needs, and appropriate
data security practices and policies by the online resource provider. All tools approved at the district level have their data privacy
policies reviewed by both the Director of Technology and Director of Digital Learning. Parents are encouraged to contact building or
District administration with any questions or concerns.
The Director of Technology, the Director of Digital Learning, Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent or assigned designee must
approve online resources, software, and mobile device apps for use.
Electronic Communications
Electronic communications are protected by the same laws and policies and are subject to the same limitations as other types of
media. When creating, using or storing messages on the system, the user should consider both the personal ramifications and the
impact on the District should the messages be disclosed or released to other parties. Extreme caution should be used when
committing confidential information to the electronic messages, as confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. All electronic
communications are subject to monitoring (see Privacy and Monitoring above).
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The District archives all non-spam emails sent and/or received on the system in accordance with the Wisconsin Records Retention
Schedule for School Districts. After the set time has elapsed, email communications may be discarded unless the records may be
relevant to any pending litigation, pending public records request, or other good cause exists for retaining email records.
Users shall not electronically record by audio, video, or other means, any conversations or meetings unless each and every person
present has been notified and consents to being electronically recorded. Persons wishing to record a meeting must obtain consent
from anyone arriving late to any such meeting. Users shall not electronically record telephone conversations unless all persons
participating in the telephone conversation have consented to be electronically recorded. These provisions are not intended to limit
or restrict electronic recording of publicly posted Board meetings, grievance hearings, and any other Board sanctioned meeting
recorded in accordance with District policy. These provisions are not intended to limit or restrict electronic recordings involving
authorized investigations conducted by District personnel, or authorized agents of the District, or electronic recordings that are
authorized by the District, e.g. surveillance videos, extracurricular activities, voicemail recordings.
Limitation of Liability
The District's system is provided on an "as is, as available" basis. The District does not make any warranties, whether expressed or
implied, including, without limitation, those of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any services
provided by the system and any information or software contained therein. The District does not warrant that the functions or
services performed by, or that the information or software contained on the system will meet the system user's requirements, or
that the system will be uninterrupted or error-free, or that defects will be corrected. The District will not be responsible for any
damage users may suffer, including but not limited to, loss of data stored on or transmitted through the system or interruptions of
service. The District will not be responsible for financial obligations arising through the unauthorized use of the system. Opinions,
advice, services, and all other information expressed by system users, information providers, service providers, or other third-party
individuals in the system are those of the individual or entity and not the District. The District will cooperate fully with local, state,
or federal officials in any investigation concerning or relating to misuse of the District's system.
From time to time, the District will make a determination on whether specific uses of the system are consistent with the regulations
stated above. Under prescribed circumstances non-student or non-staff use may be permitted, provided such individuals
demonstrate that their use furthers the purpose and goals of the District. For security and administrative purposes the District
reserves the right for authorized personnel to review system use and file content. The District reserves the right to remove a user
account on the system to prevent further unauthorized activity.
TOBACCO USE & POSSESSION (KMORR 2204)
The Kettle Moraine School District (District) is dedicated to providing a healthy, safe and productive environment. Accordingly, the
manufacture, distribution, possession, use of, or presence under the influence of alcohol, tobacco, controlled substances not
prescribed to the individual, illegal use of non-prescription drugs, real or counterfeit/look alike drugs, and drug paraphernalia is
prohibited on District premises and at District activities.
The District prohibits student use and possession of tobacco and tobacco products (including but not limited to chewing tobacco,
e-cigarettes, vaporizers, liquid substance for vaporizers, or any other electronic device or look alike product or device) on District
premises and at District activities.
The use and abuse of tobacco products, alcohol and drugs present a serious threat to the safety and stability of the school
environment and to the health of students. The District expects a firm and concerted effort on the part of the staff and
administration to prevent rule violations, to include but not be limited to routine Waukesha County Canine Unit visits to the
buildings and parking lots, and random use of breathalyzers, discipline offenders and provide guidance and support to students.
This prohibition does not apply to the authorized use of prescription medicine by a student for whom it was prescribed and in the
manner and amount prescribed.
Violations of this rule by students shall be treated according to established policies and rules. This rule shall apply cumulatively to
all years the student is enrolled in the District. Any violation of applicable state laws or local ordinances shall result in referral to law
enforcement.
A student may be required to submit to tests, including a breath or urine test, to determine the presence of alcohol or other drugs if
a school official or law enforcement officer has reasonable suspicion that the student has alcohol in his/her system in violation of
this rule. Such tests shall be administered by a law enforcement officer or other trained personnel approved by the Superintendent
or designee and shall meet state law requirements. A student may be disciplined for refusing to submit to such test.
Any student who asks for help in solving a problem caused by the use or abuse of alcohol or drugs will be referred to appropriate
resources such as the student assistance program, or other appropriate agencies, and provided assistance to correct such
problem(s). Staff members shall keep student alcohol and other drug information confidential to the extent required by law.
Any District student possessing, attempting to possess, using, manufacturing, distributing, dispensing, or in any other manner
transferring, or being under the influence of illegal drugs and other controlled substances, tobacco and tobacco products, alcohol,
real or counterfeit/look alike drugs, drug paraphernalia, mood-altering substances, including but not limited to over-the-counter
drugs such as diet pills, caffeine pills, cold remedy medicines, performance enhancing supplements, etc., during the school day, on
school premises or while involved in any school-sponsored activity, event, or function on or off school premises and during or after
the school day where students are under the jurisdiction of the District shall be subject to the following:
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Tobacco/Smoking Devices - Violations
This regulation includes the possession or use of tobacco/smoking related products, including chewing tobacco, e-cigarettes,
vaporizers (vapes), liquid substance for vaporizers, or any other electronic device or look alike products. Students found to be in
possession of tobacco or any of the above-mentioned items will be suspended for not less than one day and may be referred to law
enforcement for a citation as State and local law provide. Repeated choice of such actions will result in progressive consequences
such as additional days of suspension, loss of privileges, or citation. Suspicion of smoking/vaping may lead to consequences at the
discretion of the administration based on the circumstances of the incident. Any and all tobacco, electronic devices, or related
paraphernalia items in student's possession will be confiscated by law enforcement and not returned to the student or
parent/guardian.
Drug and Alcohol - First Violation
Any student found to be in violation of this rule shall be suspended from school for not less than three (3) days and referred to local
law enforcement. The administration may also recommend the student to the Board of Education (Board) for expulsion from school.
The administration may also agree to hold an expulsion recommendation in abeyance if the student submits written evidence that
the student participated in alcohol and other drug counseling and followed the counselor’s recommendations within 30 days of the
suspension. Said counseling will not be paid for by the District, but may be obtained from the following sources, if mutually agreed
to by the student and the building administrator before the counseling begins: a law enforcement agency, a drug/alcohol prevention
agency, or a non-school counselor.
Second/Subsequent Violations or Dealing or Distributing
Any student who violates this rule more than once during his/her enrollment in the District shall be suspended from school, referred
to local law enforcement, and shall be recommended to the Board for expulsion from school.
Any student who violates this rule (whether a first or subsequent violation) by distributing, dispensing or in any other manner
transferring controlled substances, intoxicants, real or counterfeit/look alike drugs or drug paraphernalia, or mood-altering
substances, as defined above, shall be suspended from school, referred to local law enforcement, and may be recommended to the
Board for expulsion from school.

VANDALISM
Anyone who willfully destroys school property through vandalism, tagging, graffiti, arson, larceny, or who creates a hazard to the
safety of other students will be referred to the proper law enforcement agency. Suspension and/or expulsion may result from
instances of vandalism, depending on the extent of damage and the student’s involvement. Proper restitution for defacing or
destroying school property and committing acts of theft or vandalism must be made by the person(s) responsible. When the
student does not make restitution, the parent or legal guardian will be held liable.

VIDEO CAMERAS
In addition to using video/audio cameras in the course of instruction, the School District of Kettle Moraine has installed and may use
video cameras on school property primarily for the purposes of establishing and maintaining a safe and orderly educational
environment, for identifying disciplinary issues, for minimizing theft and vandalism and for enforcing school rules. Video cameras
may be used in any place on school premises where the public, students, and staff have no reasonable expectation of privacy:
entrances, hallways, stairwells, classrooms, cafeterias, gymnasiums, libraries, athletic fields, parking lots, and school buses. Video
cameras will not be used in areas where the public, students, and staff have a reasonable expectation of privacy: restrooms, locker
rooms, private offices, and private conference/meeting rooms.
The placement of the video cameras is for the purpose of assisting with issues related to discipline, safety and security. The video
cameras will not be continuously monitored by district staff nor used to monitor or record audio (i.e. conversations), except when
specifically authorized by the district administrator and when in compliance with state or federal law. Only individuals authorized by
the district administrator or building principal may view video recordings.
Students or others found to have violated board policies or school rules shall be subject to discipline in accordance with established
policies and procedures. Should a video recording become part of a student disciplinary action, the recording will become part of
the student’s behavioral record consistent with the district’s student records rules and procedures. The school district reserves the
right to provide copies of video recordings to law enforcement agencies as it deems appropriate.
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A complete copy of the Kettle Moraine Rules and Regulations (KMORR) is available.
updated version of all KMORRs, visit our website at:

For the most

www.boarddocs.com/wi/kmsd/Board.nsf/Public#
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